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Abstract: Strategies to help reconstruct and restore haptic
perception are essential for control of prosthetic limbs, clinical
rehabilitation evaluation, and robotic manipulation. Here, we
propose hierarchically distributed microstructure based on
electric contact theory to develop haptic sensors. The sensing
range of the haptic sensor based on hierarchically distributed
microstructure is greatly enhanced by ten times relative to the one
of the haptic sensor based on common structure. Furthermore,
variation in the response signal of the haptic sensor is up to five
orders of magnitude to scale with the external pressure between
0.5 and 100 kPa, which is close to the range that finger normally
feels. Personalized manipulation of electrical appliances, threedimensional passwords matrix, and gesture control of data glove
demonstrate the fascinating potential of the haptic sensors for
human-machine interactive system, force-enhanced security
system, and wearable electrical system.

Introduction
Human skin possesses a network of mechanoreceptors that
enable to translate external mechanical stimuli (pressure up to
100 kPa) into physiological signals, which are then interpreted
by the brain.1-4 The haptic perception that occurs when skin
contacts with objects and then mechanoreceptors provide
physical information of the objects is critical for experiencing
the world around us.5,6 The deficit of haptic perception due to
human aging or disability abolishes the ability to dexterously
control and manipulate objects because the brain obtains
insufficient physiological signals about mechanical stimuli
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between the objects and fingers. 7-9 Strategies to help
reconstruct and restore haptic perception are essential for
control of prosthetic limbs, clinical rehabilitation evaluation,
and robotic manipulation.10-14 Rapidly developing artificial
haptic sensors are motivated by these ultimate scientific and
engineering goals. Mimicking the haptic perception of skin is
therefore desired in electronic system especially for the
intuitive feedback of human-machine interaction.15-26 However,
to date, obtaining single haptic sensor that distinguishes a wide
range of pressure, such as low pressure (<10 kPa) and medium
pressure (10-100 kPa), and thus can tactfully and differentially
interact with objects without an extra signal optimization circuit
is still challenging.
Significant progress along with the design of sensing
structure has recently been achieved in the field of artificial
haptic sensors to mimic the haptic perception of human skin. 2750 Through coating composite material of silver nanowires (Ag
NWs) and waterborne polyurethane over pre-strained fibers, a
flexible piezoresistive sensor based on wrinkle microstructure
was proposed to sensitively detect pressure and bending
deformations, showing its potential for smart fabrics and
wearable electronics.37 Consisting of polyvinylidene ﬂuoride
(PVDF), polyaniline (PANI) solution and a polycarbonate track
etched membrane, a self-powered sensor inspired by human
mechanoreceptors was fabricated to mimic the slow- and fastadaption of human skin, which effectively identified surface
roughness as well as contact by a moving object.38 By creating
nanoscale crack junctions, modulating the crack geometry, and
coating with a self-healable polymer, highly sensitive and
durable crack-based sensors were fabricated to selectively
recognize voice tone and detect hand movement.51-53 Optional
elastomer materials with hollow structures were widely
investigated by filling varied functional materials to create noninvasive pressure-sensitive sensors.39-45 Accordingly, the type of
non-invasive sensors could detect human-related gentle
pressure less than 10 kPa easily, and their applications were
demonstrated as ranging from ubiquitous monitoring of wrist
pulse, acoustic vibration recognition to breath detection.
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Additionally, inspired by epidermis microstructure, various skinlike sensors were fabricated by microstructure engineering for
conceivable medical measurements and simple mapping
pressure distribution.46-50,54-58 There the sensing signals could
be facilely got without any auxiliary circuits. Despite significant
progress, most of sensors still required an extra signal
optimization circuit of noise reduction and amplifiers for further
signal triggering and action executing.7,48,59
Human finger skin is a multilayered organ that can distinguish
external pressure stimuli by transmitting signals from the
epidermis to different mechanoreceptors, including Merkel
cells, Meissner corpuscle, Ruffini corpuscle and Pacinian
corpuscle.2,5,60 Inspired by this distributed sensing mechanism,
herein we propose hierarchically distributed microstructure to
develop haptic sensors that translate fingertip pressure input
into electronic signals that extensively scale with the pressure.
The pencil-drawn method, which is a practical and scalable
manufacturing technique,61-63 is used to prepare three types of
haptic sensors based on different microstructures. Abrasive
paper is adopted to provide a rough surface to distributedly
delay the contact of conductive materials. In comparison, the
range of pressure detection of the haptic sensor based on
hierarchically distributed microstructure (HDM haptic sensor) is
desirable and greatly enhanced by ten times relative to the one
of the haptic sensor based on flat structure (FS haptic sensor)
and extended by 100% compared to the one of the haptic
sensor based on surface microstructure (SM haptic sensor). The
broader range of pressure detection is attributed to adopting
the design of the hierarchically distributed microstructure
based on the electric contact theory. 64 Remarkably, the
variations in the normalized current of the HDM haptic sensor
is up to five orders of magnitude to respond to the external
pressure between 0.5 and 100 kPa, which is close to the range
that human finger could normally feel.34 Importantly, the HDM
haptic sensor realizes stable and long-term monitoring of gentle
touch (<10 kPa) and medium-pressure regime (10-100 kPa).4,65
To better describe the specific magnitude of medium pressure,
the ranges of 10-50 kPa and >50 kPa were further expressed as
long click and heavy press, respectively, in this work. Through
the analysis and processing of data without any denoising,
signal amplifying, and baseline tracking, only one HDM haptic
sensor possesses the ability to discriminatively control the
switch of three different types of electrical appliances, including
desk lamp, electric fan, and computer screen. Furthermore,
three-dimensional (3D) password matrix is demonstrated by
integrating with the HDM haptic sensors to promote forceenhanced security system to a new level. Besides, through
Bluetooth communication technology, the HDM haptic sensors
endow a glove with a wireless gesture-controlling function,
showing their potential in the field of fascinating wearable
interactive entertainment system. We believe that the
hierarchically distributed microstructure puts forward a novel
design thought and a scalable approach to develop haptic
sensors, and may further advance the haptic sensors based on
other sensing principles, such as capacitance sensing,
piezoelectric sensing, and triboelectric sensing.

Results and discussion
Conductive graphite can be easily deposited on a rough
substrate by the pencil-drawn method, which is a practical and
scalable manufacturing technique.61-63 In order to prepare the
conductive substrate with apparent undulation microstructure
like epidermis microstructure, 2,5,60 commercial abrasive paper
composed of numerous abrasives and brown paper was used as
the substrate (Fig. S1, ESI†). The fabrication process of the
haptic sensor based on hierarchically distributed microstructure
(HDM haptic sensor) is illustrated in Fig. 1a. Firstly, the abrasive
paper was patterned by adhesive tape to reserve the area for
depositing graphite. The pencil has been used to effectively
fabricate various electronics,63 which were based on the good
electric conductivity of pencil trace that was a nanocomposite
of graphite and intercalated clay. Through the simple and
effective pencil-drawn method, graphite slices were layered or
peeled from a 9B pencil and then deposited on the patterned
abrasive paper to form a conductive graphite film. At the second
stage, another adhesive tape was introduced to stick on the
graphite film with a gentle pressure by using a squeegee. It
should be noted that the pressure applied here was to make the
graphite slices interconnect together on the adhesive tape after
peeling off it. As graphite was layered and easily mechanically
exfoliated,66 the abrasive paper still stored enough graphite
slices to be conductive. Subsequently, the adhesive tape with
graphite film and the abrasive paper with remaining graphite
film face-to-face sandwiched an electric wire, which served as a
spacer. Finally, two of these combinations were assembled and
encapsulated together to form the HDM haptic sensor. More
details can be found in the section of Methods.
The morphology of the surfaces of these three different
conductive substrate materials, including the abrasive paper
with fresh graphite film, the abrasive paper with remaining
graphite film, and the adhesive tape with graphite film, were
observed by field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM). Figure 1b shows that obvious bump cannot be
observed on the surface of the abrasive paper with fresh
graphite film, which is prepared by pencil drawing without any
postprocessing. Further verification was conducted by the
surface profiler. Although the surface roughness of the pure
abrasive paper was up to 18.5 μm, the surface of the abrasive
paper with fresh graphite film was almost flat in the micro level
(Fig. S2a and S2b, ESI†), which was contributed to the
smoothness and adhesion of pencil trace. After pasting and
peeling off adhesive tape, a micropatterned surface was
generated on the abrasive paper as shown in Fig. 1c, where
abundant bumps were clearly observed, indicating that the
abrasives still be coated with graphite slices. Correspondingly,
graphite slices were interconnected with each other to
generate microgroove on the surface of the substrate that is the
adhesive tape with graphite film (Fig. 1d). Notably, the surface
roughness of the abrasive paper with remaining graphite film
and the one of the adhesive tape with graphite film were similar
(Fig. S2c and S2d, Fig. S3a and S3b, ESI†). Both of their surfaces
were rougher than that of the abrasive paper with fresh
graphite film (Fig. S2b and Fig. S3c, ESI†). The conductive
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Fig. 1 | Construction and characterization of haptic sensors. (a) Schematic illustration of the haptic sensor based on hierarchically
distributed microstructure (HDM haptic sensor). (b) Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) image of the surface of the
abrasive paper with fresh graphite film. (c) FESEM image of the surface of the abrasive paper with remaining graphite film after
peeling off adhesive tape. (d) FESEM image of the surface of the adhesive tape with graphite film. (e) The thickness measurement of
HDM haptic sensor, which showed the thickness was 0.95 mm. (f) Photograph of a multipoint haptic sensing wristband integrated
with HDM haptic sensors. (g) Photograph of a wearable pressure-sensitive matrix integrated with HDM haptic sensors over an arm.
substrate materials with different surface roughness provided
the comparability of microstructure engineering for the later
construction of different types of haptic sensors. In the
following experiments, we found that the rough surface
contributed to the distributed contact delay of conductive
materials, and thus the sensing range of haptic sensors would
be extended. As shown in Fig. 1e, the as-prepared HDM haptic
sensor was thin and could be integrated as a multipoint haptic
sensing wristband (Fig. 1f) and a wearable pressure-sensitive
matrix on the arm (Fig. 1g), implying its potential applications
for human-machine interactive systems in the future.
For comparison, three types of haptic sensors were prepared
(Fig. 2a). The haptic sensor based on flat structure (FS haptic
sensor) was made of the abrasive papers with fresh graphite
film. In the second case, two abrasive papers with remaining
graphite film were face-to-face put together for fabricating the
haptic sensor based on surface microstructure (SM haptic
sensor). It should be pointed out that these two types of haptic
sensors featured upper and bottom layered structures, which
both sandwich two spacers. As a contrast, the as-prepared
haptic sensors were all in size of 10 × 10 mm 2. Figure S4 in ESI†
shows that the three types of haptic sensors all belong to

resistance-type devices. To investigate the properties, the
variations of resistance of the FS haptic sensor, SM haptic
sensor, and HDM haptic sensor were measured by different
external force, as shown in Fig. 2b. Based on the design of
devices, all the haptic sensors were non-conductive when no
external force was applied, owing to the fact that the upper and
bottom layers of devices were slightly separated by the spacers.
They would become conductive when gentle force was applied.
Their resistance would significantly decrease with the increased
external force. The results showed that all the as-prepared
haptic sensors provided technical self-switching function, which
was important for energy conservation when no external force
was applied. The onset resistance, which was the thresholds
that was defined as the resistance of the haptic sensors begun
to decrease obviously, occurred at the external force of 0.01,
0.02, and 0.05 N corresponding to the FS haptic sensor, SM
haptic sensor, and HDM haptic sensor, respectively. The larger
onset detection of force was attributed to the higher separation
distances of the upper and bottom layers of the HDM haptic
sensor, which contained an extra internal conductive substrate.
It was noteworthy that the FS haptic sensor showed the lower
resistance relative to the one of the other two types of haptic
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Fig. 2 | Properties of haptic sensors. (a) Three types of the structure diagram of haptic sensors based on flat structure (FS), surface
microstructure (SM), and hierarchically distributed microstructure (HDM), respectively. (b) Typical resistance of the FS haptic, SM
haptic sensor, and HDM haptic sensor versus force. (c) Variation in the normalized current of the three types of haptic sensors under
different pressure. (d-f) Current responses of the three types of haptic sensors corresponding to dynamic pressure with the loading unloading process.
sensors at the same applied external force. In simple terms, the
resistance of the haptic sensors depended on the degree of
difficulty of electron movements, which was affected by the
surface roughness of the conductive substrates. The above
results showed that the surfaces of the abrasive paper with
remaining graphite film and the adhesive tape with graphite
film were rougher than that of the abrasive paper with fresh
graphite film (Figs. S2b-d and Fig. S3, ESI†), which thus would
make the electron movements more difficult and prolong the
conductive path between the electrodes. Accordingly, the
resistance of the FS haptic sensor was relatively lower than that
of other two types of haptic sensors at the same external force.
Specifically, the resistance of the FS haptic sensor was not
varied after the external force exceeded 1 N, indicating that the
device characterized a corresponding force detection limit of 1
N. For the SM haptic sensor, the force detection limit reached
up to 5 N that was 5 times larger than the one of the FS haptic
sensor. The larger detection range of the SM haptic sensor was
mainly due to the contact areas of the upper and bottom layers
that were the abrasive papers with remaining graphite film
increased slowly with the external force. As the change of
contact area would affect the conductive paths between the
upper and bottom layers, the resistance of the SM haptic sensor
was not fixed until the contact area tends to saturation. This was
unlike the contact of the upper and bottom layers of the FS
haptic sensor, which adopted the abrasive papers with fresh
graphite film as conductive substrate. For the FS haptic sensor,
the contact of each area was finished in one step to respond to

the external force, and would not be further dramatically
changed with the increase of the external force. Other study
also found the similar extension of detection range through
introducing the microstructure of pyramid.47 Through
hierarchically distributed microstructure design, the resistance
of the HDM haptic sensor would not tend to be constant until
the external force exceeded 10 N. The results indicated that by
means of roughening the conductive surface, the detection
range of the device would be increased. A further increase of
the detection range could be achieved through hierarchically
distributed microstructure design. In detail, the force detection
range of the HDM haptic sensor was increased by 100%
compared to the one of the SM haptic sensor, and was 10 times
wider than that of the FS haptic sensor. The larger detection
range will provide the foundation for more fruitful applications
of haptic sensors in the future, especially for personalized
fingertip mechanosensational manipulation. Meanwhile, the
design thought of this hierarchically distributed microstructure
may further promote the development of haptic sensors based
on other sensing principles, such as capacitance sensing,
piezoelectric sensing, and triboelectric sensing.
Figure 2c shows the variations in the normalized current
(ΔI/I0, where ΔI is the relative change in current and I0 is the
current of the haptic sensors under the pressure of 0.5 kPa) of
the three types of haptic sensors under different pressure. The
current signal of the FS haptic sensor could not distinguish the
pressure of >10 kPa. This was because the resistance of the FS
haptic sensor did not change further when the force was larger
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than 1 N, as shown in Fig. 2b. Thus, when the applied voltage of
5 V became stable, the variation in the normalized current
would not rise even if pressure increased. Similarly, the current
signal of the SM haptic sensor was stationary after the pressure
increases beyond 50 kPa. In comparison, the pressure detection
limit of the HDM haptic sensor was as high as 100 kPa, which
was close to the range that human finger could normally feel. 34
Importantly, the change of the normalized current of the HDM
haptic sensor was up to five orders of magnitude to respond to
the external pressure, which could facilitate a significant
reduction of the difficulty in the back-end signal processing, and
provide an advantage to simplify the circuit. This is particularly
important for the integration system with numerous devices in
the future. Therefore, the resulting HDM haptic sensor was
advanced for human-machine interactive system, which would
be demonstrated in the following section of applications.
Figures 2d-f show the current responses of the three types of
haptic sensors under dynamic pressure. Variation in the
normalized current of the FS haptic sensor was tested in the
pressure of 6 and 10 kPa (Fig. 2d). The result showed the
electrical response of the FS haptic sensor was consistent
throughout the loading-unloading process. Figure 2e indicates

that the continuous variations in the normalized current of the
SM haptic sensor can be obtained, which are synchronized with
the applied pressure of 6 and 10 kPa and even up to 50 kPa.
Furthermore, it could be clearly observed that the dynamic
changes in the wider range of pressure between 6 and 100 kPa
were identified by the HDM haptic sensor, which was
contributed to the hierarchically distributed microstructure
design (Fig. 2f). The results clearly manifested that using pencil
drawn on the abrasive paper could construct ideal haptic
sensors with switch function and stable electromechanical
response performance. The fabrication strategies are practical,
effective, and scalable. Specially, through microstructure
engineering design, the detection range of haptic sensors will
be significantly expanded due to the increase of surface
roughness of conductive substrate. Importantly, adopting
hierarchically distributed microstructure design can make the
further enlargement of the detection range of haptic sensors,
almost reaching the pressure sensing range of human fingers.
To understand the working mechanism, Figure 3 illustrates
the sensing schematic diagrams and simplified equivalent
circuit diagrams of the three types of haptic sensors. Based on
our design, the initial upper and bottom layers of the FS haptic

Fig. 3 | Transduction mechanism of haptic sensors. (a) Schematic diagram of sensing mechanism of the FS haptic sensor. (b) Simplified
equivalent circuit diagram of the FS haptic sensor. Rf1 and Rf2 are the resistance of the upper and bottom conductive flat substrate,
respectively. Rc is the contact resistance of the interfaces between the upper and bottom conductive flat substrate. (c) Schematic
diagram of sensing mechanism of the SM haptic sensor. (d) Simplified equivalent circuit diagram of the SM haptic sensor. Rm1 and Rm2
are the resistance of the upper and bottom conductive microstructure substrate, respectivel y. Rc1′ and Rc2′ are the contact resistance
of the interfaces between the upper and bottom conductive microstructure substrate under gentle and medium force, respectively.
(e) Schematic diagram of sensing mechanism of the HDM haptic sensor. (f) Simplified equivalent circuit diagram of the HDM haptic
sensor. Rc3′′ is the contact resistance of the interfaces between the bottom and internal conductive microstructure substrate. Rc4′′ is
the contact resistance of the interfaces between the upper and internal conductive microstructure substrate.
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sensor are non-contacted under the unloading external force
(Fig. 3a). As a gentle force is applied, the contact between the
top and bottom layers using conductive flat substrates exhibits
sharp increase in each area, and will not be further dramatically
changed with the increase of external force, owing to the fact
that there is no additional substructure to be further contacted
(Fig. 3aI). Therefore, the total resistance (Rt) can be simplified
as: Rt = Rf1 + Rf2 + Rc, where Rf1 and Rf2 are the resistance of the
upper and bottom conductive flat substrates, respectively, Rc is
the contact resistance of the interfaces between the upper and
bottom conductive flat substrates (Fig. 3b). For the SM haptic
sensor, the contact between the top and bottom layers using
conductive microstructure substrates is generated under a
gentle force (Fig. 3cI). Due to the presence of the substructure
of rough surface, the contact of conductive materials will be
distributedly delayed. The number of contact points will be
increased with the enlarged force, resulting in the
augmentation of contact areas and thus increasing more
conductive paths (Fig. 3cII). The electric contact theory
indicates that when two conductors are in contact with each
other, the contact resistance will change with the variation of
the contact area.64 Accordingly, the total resistance of the SM
haptic sensor will further decrease, which is attributed to the
fact that more conductive paths are in parallel. At this case, the
total resistance will not vary until all the contact points reach

saturation, showing the larger detection range than the one of
counterpart using flat structure. As shown in Fig. 3d, the total
resistance of the SM haptic sensor can be simplified as: Rt = Rm1
+ Rm2 + Rc1′Rc2′/(Rc1′ + Rc2′), where Rm1 and Rm2 are the resistance
of the upper and bottom conductive microstructure substrates,
respectively, Rc1′ and Rc2′ are the contact resistance of the
interfaces between the upper and bottom conductive
microstructure substrates under gentle and medium force,
respectively.
We know human skin is multilayer organ that can distinguish
external pressure stimuli by transmitting signals from the
epidermis to different mechanoreceptors, including Merkel
cells, Meissner corpuscle, Ruffini corpuscle and Pacinian
corpuscle.2,5,60 Inspired by this distributed sensing mechanism,
herein we propose hierarchically distributed microstructure to
make a breakthrough of the detection range of haptic sensors.
Figure 3e shows the schematic diagram of sensing mechanism
of the HDM haptic sensor. Basically, this device senses external
forces through two different sensing units. The sensing unit
based on the contact state between the external conductive
layers with surface microstructure is used to detect the gentle
and medium force. When a gentle force is applied to the HDM
haptic sensor, the two external layers first will contact (Fig. 3eI).
As the statement of the electric contact theory above, the
resistance of the device decreases with the increase of the

Fig. 4 | Application for discriminative control of different electrical appliances based on only one haptic sensor. (a) Circuit flowchart
of the HDM haptic sensor used to discriminatively control desk lamp, electric fan, and computer screen. (b) Schematic diagram of one
HDM haptic sensor used to discriminatively control the switch of the desk lamp, electric fan, and computer screen by gentle touch,
long click, and heavy press, respectively. (c) Voltage response related to the HDM haptic sensor, which is subjected to different
fingertip force. Lon and Loff represent sending instructions to turn the lamp on and off, respectively. F on and Foff are the instructions
that turn the fan on and off, respectively. S on and Soff are the instructions to open and close the screen, respectively.
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number of contact points, resulting from the larger force (Fig.
3eII). The further increasing force is detected by the other
sensing unit, which is based on the contact state between the
external and internal conductive layers with surface
microstructure (Fig. 3eIII). Until all possible contact points are
saturated, the resistance of HDM haptic sensor does not
decrease. The simplified equivalent circuit diagrams of the HDM
haptic sensor corresponding to three different states are
illustrated in Fig. S5, ESI†. Thus, the total resistance of the HDM
haptic sensor can be expressed as: Rt = Rm1Rc3′′/(Rm1 + Rc3′′) +
Rm2Rc4′′/( Rm2 + Rc4′′) + Rc1′Rc2′/(Rc1′ + Rc2′), where Rc3′′ is the
contact resistance of the interfaces between the bottom and
internal conductive microstructure substrate, Rc4′′ is the contact
resistance of the interfaces between the upper and internal
conductive microstructure substrate. As a result, although the
detection range of HDM haptic sensor is limited, it is much
larger than that of the simple haptic sensor based on the upper
and bottom layered structure, which is matched with the
experimental results in Fig. 2.

In general, a switch only controls an electrical appliance. As
results mentioned above, the HDM haptic sensor not only
featured switch function, but also characterized the wide
variation range of the electrical signal, which was up to five
orders of magnitude to respond to the external pressure
between 0.5 and 100 kPa. In this study, we constructed a smart
branch console system of multiple electrical appliances based
on only one HDM haptic sensor. Figure 4a is the circuit
flowchart of the smart branch console system with the HDM
haptic sensor, which is used to discriminatively control desk
lamp, electric fan, and computer screen. The operating voltage
was 5V and the resistor of 1800 Ω was selected as the reference
resistance. We set the pressure below 10 kPa as gentle touch,
specified that the pressure of long click was between 10 and 50
kPa, and defined it as the heavy press when the pressure
exceeded 50 kPa. Since each allocated pressure range of these
motions was wide enough, the expected event could be easily
imported by fingertip. As shown in Fig. 4b and Fig. S6, ESI†, the
“on” and “off” states of desk lamp, electric fan, and computer
screen were independently manipulated by the gentle touch,

Fig. 5 | Application for force-enhanced security system based on 3D password matrix. (a) Scheme diagram of the 3D password matrix
integrated with nine HDM haptic sensors. Illustrations of the fingertip pressing on the HDM haptic sensors along the paths: ( b) 11 →
22 → 33 → 23 → 13, (d, f) 11 → 12 → 13 → 23 → 33. (c, e, g) Electrical responses recorded from the force-enhanced 3D password
matrix when the fingertip pressed on each HDM haptic sensor.
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long click, and heavy press, respectively. When a user finger
gently touched on the HDM haptic sensor, electrical signal was
generated quickly (Fig. 4c). After the electrical signal lasted for
the set time of 800 ms, a switch instruction would control the
operation of the desk lamp. Furthermore, once the HDM haptic
sensor perceived the pressure of long click from the user’s
fingertip over 800 ms, assigned transistor would send the
instruction of “turn on” or “turn off” to the electric fan. Besides,
the HDM haptic sensor exhibited the relatively high electrical
signal to mechanical fingertip event of heavy press. Through the
heavy press, the state of the computer screen would be
changed. A series of tests manifested the reliable performance
of the HDM haptic sensor and demonstrated that fingers could
control different electrical appliances easily and individually by
using only one HDM haptic sensor (Movie S1, ESI†). Notably,

owing to the wide variation range of the electrical signal, large
sensing range of pressure, reproducible pressure response (Fig.
S7, ESI†), and stable performance of long-term pressure
detection (Fig. S8, ESI†), the signal processing of the HDM haptic
sensor did not include any denoising, signal amplifying, and
baseline tracking. It could facilitate a significant reduction of the
difficulty in the signal processing, and specially would offer a
unique advantage to simplify the circuit design of the
integration system with numerous devices in the future.
Security passwords have penetrated into every corner of our
lives. The rapid development of password cracking technique
makes people feel uneasy about their property and privacy. In
the following study, we developed force-enhanced security
system based on the three-dimensional (3D) password matrix
integrated with nine HDM haptic sensors (Fig. 5 and Fig. S9a,

Fig. 6 | Application for gesture-controlling interactive entertainment system. (a) Sketch of wireless gesture control for entertainment
interaction. (b) Photograph of the data glove integrated with five HDM haptic sensors onto each glove finger, Insets of red dotted
circles point out each HDM haptic sensor. (c) Correspondence between electrical signals and instructions in the intelligent gesturecontrolling interactive entertainment system. (d) Demo of a game tank with “left”, “down”, “right”, “up”, and “fire” instructions, where
the actions of the game tank are pointed out by a yellow dotted circle with an arrow and a white dotted circle.
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ESI†). The typical variations of resistance of multiple HDM
haptic sensors under different external force were shown in Fig.
S10, ESI†, which indicated the similar variation trend of the
sensing performance of these HDM haptic sensors. Traditionally,
each point of common password matrix only has two states of
“0” and “1”. As the results mentioned above, the HDM haptic
sensor could easily identify four kinds of pressure, including no
pressure, gentle touch, long click, and heavy press. Thus, we
could define four states of each HDM haptic sensor as “0”, “1”,
“2”, and “3” corresponding to the no pressure, gentle touch,
long click, and heavy press, respectively. Just to make a simple
comparison, a password is composed of five points, such as
point 1, point 2, point 3, point 4, and point 5. Pressing these five
points in the correct sequence by anyone’s fingers will turn out
the password from common password matrix. However, the 3D
password matrix integrated with the HDM haptic sensors will
give 35 combinations of the same order. So, it can be inferred
that the security system would be pushed to a new level by
using the 3D password matrix integrated with the HDM haptic
sensors. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, Figure 5a
schematically describes a 3D password matrix consisting of 3 ×
3 HDM haptic sensors. Through the analysis and processing of
data layer, the acquisition of fingertip pressure from the sensing
layer would be expressed into the visible color of light-emitting
diode (LED: full color, four legs with a common cathode). In
detail, the gentle touch, long click, and heavy press would make
the LED emit red, green, and blue light, respectively. In this work,
the password of the 3D password matrix was set as 11 (gentle
touch) → 12 (gentle touch) → 13 (heavy press) → 23 (gentle
touch) → 33 (long click). Incorrect import, including pressing the
correct pattern with unsuitable force strength, would make the
alarm work in the application layer. For example, when a
tester’s fingertip pressed on the HDM haptic sensors along the
path: 11 (gentle touch) → 22 (gentle touch) → 33 (heavy press)
→ 23 (long click) → 13 (long click) (Fig. 5b), the electrical signals
from the force-enhanced 3D password matrix were recorded in
Fig. 5c. Correspondingly, the LEDs matric imparted the humanreadable response of the importing process (Fig. S9b, ESI†). As
the wrong pattern was imported, the alarm sent out acoustooptic warning (Movie S2, ESI†). When the correct pattern was
imported by the tester’s fingertip along the path: 11 (long click)
→ 12 (gentle touch) → 13 (heavy press) → 23 (long click) → 33
(gentle touch) (Fig. 5d), the electrical response from the forceenhanced 3D password matrix showed the pressure from
fingertips on each sensing point (Fig. 5e), which was also
explicitly reflected by the LEDs matrix (Fig. S9c, ESI†). As set
above, the suitable strength of the sensing point 11 should be
imported by the gentle touch. However, in this time, fingertip
pressure applied to the sensing point 11 was imported by the
long click, which was unsuitable strength. In the same situation,
the pressure strength applied to the sensing point 23 and
sensing point 33 was also unsuitable in this import. Therefore,
the alarm also worked on this occasion due to the unsuitable
strength import. Only importing correct pattern and suitable
strength did not make the alarm work in the application layer
(Figs. 5f, 5g and Fig. S9d, ESI†). The results showed that the
force-enhanced security system integrated with the HDM

haptic sensors could bring a safer to our lives, where the leakage
of the numbers of passwords would not make people uneasy.
It is of significant interest that gestures will play promising
and meaningful roles and analog-nature communication
interfaces between machine and people. As a proof of concept,
in Fig. 6, we demonstrated the practical capability of the HDM
haptic sensors towards intelligent gesture-controlling
interactive entertainment system. Audio and visual feedback
would provide indirect information about the gesture (Fig. 6a).
We carried out this demonstration of the gesture control by
using a data glove integrated with five HDM haptic sensors on
each fingertip to play a Battle City game (classic 90 version), as
shown in Fig. 6b. The flow chart of the wearable wireless
interactive entertainment system consisting of five HDM haptic
sensors was shown in Fig. S11, ESI†. As the drop time and rise
time of the HDM haptic sensor were 21 ms and 22 ms,
respectively (Fig. S12, ESI†), the fast response time would not
affect common operations of the gesture control. Additionally,
the HDM haptic sensor could still sense the changes of external
force when it was slightly bended (Fig. S13, ESI†). Integration of
five HDM haptic sensors created a data glove for detecting
gesture, which was realized by pressing the HDM haptic sensor
on an object (such as a table) of each fingertip. As a further
detail, once the thumb of the data glove contacted the table,
the microprogrammed control unit (MCU) would detect the
electrical signal change from the HDM haptic sensor, which was
attached on the thumb tip of the data glove. Through the signal
processing including analog-to-digital conversion, normalized
values, compared with threshold, digital-to-analog conversion,
and Bluetooth communication technology, the functional
instruction of “fire” was then transmitted to the software of
Battle City game to control the action of the game tank. In this
way, the data glove could detect and distinguish the pressure of
each finger individually and precisely through the multichannel
measurement of the HDM haptic sensors (Fig. 6c), and then
turned the pressure from thumb, index finger, middle finger,
ring finger, and litter finger into the functional instructions of
“fire”, “go up”, “go down”, “go left”, “go right”, respectively, to
control the actions of the game tank (Fig. 6d and Movie S3, ESI†).
We believe that through integrating with the HDM haptic
sensors, versatile applications of wearable fingertip
mechanosensational interaction, such as drone and prosthesis
control, would spring forth to make our lives more fascinating.

Conclusions
In summary, inspired by the distributed sensing mechanism of
human skin, we proposed hierarchically distributed
microstructure based on electric contact theory to develop
haptic sensors. Three types of haptic sensors based on different
microstructures were prepared by the practical and scalable
method of pencil drawing. All the as-prepared haptic sensors
provided self-switching function, which was conducive to
energy conservation when no external force was applied. The
abrasive paper was adopted to provide a rough surface to
distributedly delay the contact of conductive materials. The
sensing range of the haptic sensor by microstructure
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engineering design was extended five times relative to the one
of the counterpart due to the effect of the distributed contact
delay. Based on the hierarchically distributed microstructure,
the further increased value of 100% was achieved and thus
made the sensing range of the haptic sensor reach up to 100
kPa, which was close to the range that human finger could
normally feel. Notably, variation in the response signal of the
haptic sensor was up to five orders of magnitude to scale with
the external pressure. It could facilitate a significant reduction
of the difficulty in the back-end signal processing and thus
provide an advantage to simplify the circuit, especially for the
integration system with numerous devices in the future. The asprepared haptic sensor also featured long-term and stable
monitoring and fast response for operations. Personalized
manipulation of different electrical appliances, threedimensional password matrix, and gesture control of data glove
demonstrated the fascinating potential of the haptic sensor for
human-machine interactive system, force-enhanced security
system, and wearable electrical system. We believe that this
study puts forward a novel design thought and a scalable
approach to develop haptic sensors, and may further advance
the haptic sensors based on other sensing principles, such as
capacitance sensing, piezoelectric sensing, and triboelectric
sensing.

Experimental section
Materials and Devices Fabrication: Firstly, clean abrasive paper
(MATADOR, P220) was patterned by adhesive tape (ScotchTM
Magic Tape 810#, 3M Inc.) to reserve area for depositing
graphite. The size of the reserved area was 10 × 10 mm 2. Then,
a carbon pencil (Deli Company, 9B) drawing in horizontal
direction was not employed until the graphite slices fully
covered on the reserved area. After pencil drawing, a smooth
conductive graphite film was deposited on the abrasive paper,
marked as Substrate 1#. Second, a new adhesive tape was
attached on the graphite film with a gentle pressure by using a
squeegee. The semi-transparent adhesive tape would turn into
being black after being applied the gentle pressure, which
meant that the adhesive tape was completely attached to the
graphite film. After peeling off the adhesive tape, the graphite
slices were interconnected together to form another graphite
film on the adhesive tape. The adhesive tape with graphite film
and the abrasive paper with remaining graphite film were
marked as Substrate 2# and Substrate 3#, respectively. As
graphite was layered and easily mechanically exfoliated, 66 the
roughness of the Substrate 2# or Substrate 3# would not be
drastically changed when the slight peeling force was between
0.02-0.07 N (Fig. S14, ESI†). To fabricate the haptic sensor based
on flat structure (FS haptic sensor), a copper wire was fixed on
the edge of the Substrate 1# by conductive silver paint (SPI, YFS05002). Subsequently, a spacer was formed when an adhesive
tape with the size of 2 × 10 mm2 stuck on the copper wire.
Finally, two Substrates 1# with the spacer were face-to-face put
together and then encapsulated by the adhesive tape. It should
be noted that the two spacers were located on the opposite
edge of the FS haptic sensor. For the haptic sensor based on

surface microstructure (SM haptic sensor), the fabrication steps
were the same as the one of FS haptic sensor except for using
Substrate 3# instead of Substrate 1#. For the case of
constructing the haptic sensor based on hierarchically
distributed microstructure (HDM haptic sensor), the spacer was
formed on the Substrate 3#. Then, the Substrate 2# with the size
of 4× 10 mm2 was put over the Substrate 3# and tilted on the
spacer. These two substrates were fixed together by adhesive
tape to turn into a composite structure. Finally, two such
composite structures were face-to-face stuck together by
adhesive tape. Notably, the two spacers were located on the
opposite edge of the HDM haptic sensor.
Properties Measurements and Characterization: The
morphology of substrates was observed by field emission
scanning electron microscopy (JEOL, JSM 6340F) and atomic
force microscope (Bruker Dimension Icon). The surface
roughness profiles of substrates were characterized by Dektak
XT surface profiler. The electromechanical properties and
resistive responses of the haptic sensors were measured by the
standard digital multimeter (UNIT UT39B), semiconductor
characterization system (Keithley 4200A-SCS), and high
precision digital multimeter (Agilent 34461A). The external
force was obtained by a designed actuator (Beijing Times
Brilliant Electric Technology Co., Ltd.) and calibrated by the
standard force sensor (Bengbu Sensors System Engineering Co.,
Ltd., JHBM-7). The peeling force was detected by the drawing
force transducer (Bengbu Sensors System Engineering Co., Ltd.,
JLBS-A). The thickness of device was measured by vernier
caliper (HANS.w, HS1044A). Digital signals and analog signals
were converted by a microprogrammed control unit (MCU,
Arduino MEGA 2560).
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